Abstract. The classical Whitney formula relates the algebraic number of times that a generic immersed plane curve cuts itself to the index ("rotation number") of this curve. Both of these invariants generalize to higher dimension for the immersions of an n-dimensional manifold into an open (n+1)-manifold with the null-homologous image. We give a version of the Whitney formula if n is even.
Introduction
Let f : S 1 ! R 2 be a generic immersion (i.e. an immersion without triple points and self-tangencies). The index of f is the degree of the Gauss map (which maps S 1 to the direction of df(v) where v is a tangent vector eld positive with respect to the standard orientation of S 1 ). Whitney in 7] showed that the index is the only invariant of f up to deformation in the class of immersions.
Fix a generic point x 2 S 1 . The cyclic order on S 1 determined by the orientation de nes a linear order on S 1 ? fxg. This determines an ordering of the positive vectors tangent to the two branches of f in every double point d of f. Following Whitney we de ne the sign x (d) of d to be +1 (resp. ?1) if the frame composed of these tangent vectors is negative (resp. positive) in R 2 .
We de ne the function ind : R 2 ! 1 2 Zin the following way. The (integer) value of ind at y 2 R 2 ? f(S 1 ) is de ned as the linking number of the oriented cycle f(S 1 ) and the 0-dimensional cycle composed of the point y taken with the positive orientation and a point near in nity taken with the negative orientation. The value of ind at y 2 f(S 1 ) is de ned as the average of the indices of the components of R 2 ? f(S 1 ) adjacent to y. Theorem 1 (Whitney 7] ). This formula was found in 1937. However, no high-dimensional versions have been known though the problem of generalization of the Whitney formula is not new (see Arnold 2] ). Both the left-hand side and the right-hand side can be de ned for codimension 1 immersions of n-manifolds f : S ! R n+1 . A straightforward approach to generalize the left-hand side is to de ne it as the degree of the Gauss map (i.e. the map S ! S n de ned by the coorienting unit vector eld normal to f(S) R n+1 ). Unfortunately, already for n = 2 this number does not depend on immersion | it equals to 1 2 (S) for any even n. This reveals the important di erence between the immersions of even-and odd-dimensional manifolds. We use another natural way of generalizing the left-hand side of the Whitney formula; the outcome coincides with the degree of the Gauss map for odd n (when it is nontrivial), but it is also non-trivial for even n. Our generalization makes sense not only for immersions to R n+1 but also for the immersions to an open (n+1)-manifold with null-homologous image. For its de nition we use the integral calculus based on the Euler characteristic (developed by Viro 6] ).
Let M be a simplicial complex. This allows us to rewrite the Whitney formula.
The following corollary is a well-known application of the Whitney formula. Let n be the number of the double points of f : S 1 ! R 2 . Corollary 1. helps to generalize the formula to generic planar fronts. The front is a smooth map f : S 1 ! R 2 equipped with a coorienting normal direction de ned on f(S 1 ), where f is an immersion except for a nite set of (semicubical) cusp points. We de ne index(f) as the degree of the Gauss map given by the coorientation. To obtain the "smoothened" (multicomponent) front (which has cusps but no double points) f(S 1 ) we smoothen the double points of f(S 1 ) respecting both the orientation and the coorientation, see for any choice of a base point x 2 S 1 . Note that if f is an embedding then j gen(f)j equals to the genus of the compact surface in F bounded by f(S 1 ), so gen can be viewed as an "algebraic" version of genus which makes sense for immersed curves as well. The singular surface admits a canonical smoothening~ respecting the coorientation (see Fig.2 and Fig.3 ). Choose local coordinates (x; y; z) at a point of D 0 so that is given by xy = 0 and the coorientation of is positive (given by the gradient of the coordinates). Then~ is given by xy ? = 0 for a small > 0. Similarily, at a triple point is given by xyz = 0 and~ is given by xyz ? ( The following corollary is similar to Corollary 1. Let n be the number of double curves of f (i.e. the number of components of after normalization). Let n be the number of triple points of f. The proper regular neighborhood of 2 in (R; U 2 ) is isomorphic to 2 (D 2 ; C 2 ), where D 2 is the 2-disk and C 2 is the cone over 4 points. The coorientation of C 2 in D 2 induced by the coorientation of determines a smoothening of C 2 in D 2 and, therefore, it determines a smoothening of the regular neighborhood of 2 (similar to the previous section, see Fig. 2 ). Denote the resulting smoothening of U 2 byŨ 2 .
Inductively we assume thatŨ m is the smoothening of U m . Denote U m+1 =Ũ m m+1 . The singular locus of U m+1 is m+1 . The regular neighborhood of m+1 in (R; U m+1 ) is isomorphic to m+1 (D m+1 ; C m+1 ), where D m+1 is the (m+1)-disk and C m+1 is the cone over m + 1 copies of S m?1 (see Fig.4 ). The coorientation of C m+1 in D m+1 induced by the coorientation of determines a smoothening of C m+1 in D m+1 (see Fig.4 ) and, therefore, it determines a smoothening of the regular neighborhood of m+1 . Finally~ =Ũ n+1 is a smooth (multicomponent) manifold.
Remark 3.1. We can also describe the smoothening of locally without going through the inductive procedure above. Choose local coordinates (x 1 ; : : :; x n+1 ) at x 2 k so that is given by equation x 1 : : :x k = 0 and the coorientation of is positive (given by the gradient of the coordinates). Then~ is described by 
